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Abstract. We present new results on EAS muon flux char-
acteristics which were obtained with the EAS MSU array.
Of particular interest is the EAS muon number spectrum.
The EAS muon number spectrum together with the EAS size
spectrum gives an additional possibility for more accurate
transformation to the primary cosmic ray energy spectrum.

1 Introduction

Study of the EAS muon component is of interest to get in-
formation on the energy spectrum and nuclear composition
of the primary cosmic rays. Experimental data obtained with
the EAS MSU array are used.

2 Experiment

The description of the EAS MSU array is given in Vernov
et al. (1979). The array covers an area of approximately
0.5 km2 and includes 77 detectors (Geiger counters) of par-
ticle density used for determination of EAS sizeNe.

The underground muon detector is placed at 40 m.w.e. in
the center of the array. It consists of 1104 Geiger counters of
total area 36.4 m2. The muon threshold energy is 10 GeV.

3 Determination of the average muon density

For determination of the total number of muons (Nµ) in a
shower it is necessary to know the muon lateral distribution
function (LDF) that, in its turn, assumes knowledge of the
average muon density.

We determine the average muon densityρ using the method
of maximum likelihood (Khristiansen, 1975) on the assump-
tion that the muon numbersm hitting the muon detector of
the areaσ in a shower with givenNe and at given distancer
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from the shower core agrees the Poisson distribution and
ρ ∼ Nα

e .
From the Bayes theorem

W (ρi,mi) = ω(ρi)L(mi, ρi),

whereW andω are a posteriori and a priori probabilities ofρ
correspondingly,L is the function of maximum likelihood.
In our case

L =
n∏
i=1

(ρiσi cos θi)mi exp(−ρiσi cos θi)/mi!,

wheren is the number of showers andθ is zenith angle. Us-
ing the relation

ρi = ρf (Nei/Nef )α,

whereρf is the muon density in a shower with some fixed
sizeNef we get

L =
n∏
i=1

[ρfki]mi exp[−ρfki]/mi!,

where

ki = (Nei/Nef )ασi cos θi.

The functionω is determined by the selection system with
respect to the shower size and by the muon spectrum at a
givenr andNe. The problem of finding a maximum of the
functionW was solved on the assumption that the maximum
was determined by the functionL (the functionω varies more
slowly with its parameters when compared withL).

From condition

∂W

∂ρf
= 0

we get

ρf =
∑

mi/
∑

ki.

According to our experimental data,α = 0.78 (Khris-
tiansen, 1971).
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4 Muon LDF

The muon sizeNµ of a shower is determined by the relation
Nµ = ρµ/fµ(r,Ne, s), wherefµ is the muon lateral dis-
tribution function. Experimental data on muon LDFs were
analysed in the wide range of sizeNe = 105–5 × 107 in or-
der to find the dependence of the average muon LDF onNe
and shower ages. Both dependencies are rather weak. The
analysis showed that if we use, as usually, our muon LDF
approximationfµ ∼ r−n exp(−r/R) with R = 80 m, the
value ofn changes from 0.6 to 0.7 atNe = 105–5 × 107.
As far as the dependence offµ on s is concerned, a notice-
able deviation of the value ofn from the average was ob-
served only for young showers withs < 0.9 (for example,
n = 0.77 ± 0.04 atNe = (2–10) × 105). The contribution
of those showers to the total is less than 10%.

Experimental data on muon LDFs obtained with increased
statistics are shown in Fig. 1. A rather weak dependence
of n onNe follows also from our calculations based on the
QGSJET model and the diffusion model of primary cosmic
rays (PCR) propagation with normal composition before the
knee (Kalmykov, 1997). As seen from Fig. 1, theoretical
predictions are in a good agreement with experimental data.

Fig. 1. Lateral distribution of muons. Full circles—experiment,
curves—QGSJET model.logNe: 5.0–5.2 (1), 5.4–5.6 (2),
5.8–6.0 (3), 6.2–6.4 (4), 6.6–6.8 (5), 7.0–7.2 (6).

5 EAS muon number spectrum

Knowledge of the EAS muon number spectrum together with
EAS size spectrum allows one to get additional information
on the PCR energy spectrum. As calculations show, the tran-
sition from the EAS muon spectra to the PCR energy spec-
trum is more unambiguous compared the transition from the
EAS size spectrum because charged particle flux fluctuations
are significantly greater than those of the high energy muon
flux.

The first data on the EAS muon spectra obtained with the
EAS MSU array were published in (Khristiansen, 1965). Re-
cently the EAS muon size spectrum was studied in the KAS-
CADE experiment for muons of smaller energies (Glasstet-
ter, 1999).

Here we present new results obtained with considerably
greater statistics and improved methodical accuracy.

It should be noted that in constructing the EAS muon spec-
tra special attention must be paid to correct determination
of effective selection of showers with differentNµ. If the
triggering system used selects showers with respect to elec-
tron component the effective area for showers with givenNµ
is determined by the condition that registration probability
equals∼ 1 for all showers with such values ofNe ands in
which givenNµ may occur.

The triggering system allows us to study effectively show-
ers withNe ≥ 105. As follows from the distribution onNµ at
fixedNe = 105 (see Fig. 2), the abundance of differentNµ
is such that a part of showers withNµ ≥ 104 is less 1%.
So confining by showers withNe ≥ 105 we take into ac-
count practically all showers withNµ ≥ 104 that gives us
the possibility to construct accurately the EAS muon number
spectrum.

The differential muon spectrum for showers withNµ ≥
104 is shown in Fig. 3. It can be described by a power law
with slopeκµ + 1 = 3.41± 0.03.

Using earlier measured dependence ofNµ onNe in form

Nµ = 3.24× 103(Ne/105)0.78

we get that forNµ = 104 the value ofNe = 4× 105. Hence
the muon spectrum obtained refers to the area after the knee
in the EAS size spectrum (Fomin, 1991). For comparison the
muon spectrum transformed from the size spectrum (Fomin,
1991) according to foregoing relation ofNµ on Ne is also
shown in Fig. 3. Both spectra are in a good agreement.
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Fig. 2. Muon number distribution at fixedNe = 105.

Fig. 3. Differential EAS muon number spectrum. Full circles—
muon number spectrum, triangles—transformation from size
spectrum.
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